Unicart Ltd. and Yonita Inc. join forces to
address cyber security threats in Bulgaria.
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. & SOFIA (September 6, 2011): Yonita Inc. and Unicart Ltd. today
announced that the two companies have signed an agreement to provide Web Scanner solution
to domain name holders on Bulgarian market.
Yonita Web Scanner provides unique capabilities for automatic detection of vulnerabilities that
can affect online application owners. A successful attack against a company’s site or an online
application can result in a wide spectrum of negative consequences including expenses of
restoration of an IT infrastructure to its original “pre-attack” state, the cost of stolen,
compromised, or otherwise degraded data, as well as loss of reputation and damage to the
brand
The President and CEO of Yonita Inc., Dr. Andrzej Bartosiewicz said: “We are happy to start
cooperation with leading Bulgarian domain Registrar. Our companies focus now on providing
the most advanced on-line security scanning tool for the Bulgarian community”
Yonita Web Scanner performs dynamic verification of web applications based on automated
tests generated by the Smart Test Generator and Randomized Data Generator. The main
threats detected by the Smart Web Scanner are:









Defects in authentication, authorization, and session management
Injections, such as script injection, OS command injection, SQL injection, CRLF injection,
and others
Cross-site Scripting (XSS)
Cross-site Request Forgery
Defects in forward and redirect mechanisms
Content spoofing
Buffer overflow
Direct object references

Service provided by REGIA.BG to their customers will include premium customer’s service and
full spectrum of configuration capabilities. Technical Support will be provided by Yonita Inc.
from its center located in Warsaw, Poland, serving Europe, Middle East and Africa Region.

About Unicart Ltd.
REGIA.BG is the domain registrar and web hosting branch of Unicart Ltd., a top Bulgarian
company working in the field of publishing, printing and IT services. REGIA.BG started in 2008
with the goal to provide domain registration in all existing TLDs and quickly became one of the
top 10 domain registrars in the country and the top place for domain registration in all TLDs.

Apart from domains, REGIA.BG provides web and VPS hosting, SSL certificates and useful
software.

About Yonita Inc.
California-based Yonita, Inc., offers a family of products dedicated to the detection of security
vulnerabilities and the identification of other quality defects in software early in a development
lifecycle. Yonita Inc., founded in 2010 and headquartered in Silicon Valley, Mountain View with
R&D center in Warsaw, Poland, is one of the leading companies offering solutions for
automated software engineering.
For more information, visit www.Yonita.com
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